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Social Consciousness in George Eliot’s Kovels
A. Introduction.
1. Present opportuneness of question.
2 . Difficulties in fair handling of it.
a. Extreme radical,
h. Extreme conservative.
5. Universality of question.
problems involved,
B, George Eliot’s fitness for the consideration of social
consciousness,
1. Her nature.
a. Her sympathy with people.
b. Her philosophic appreciation of such forces as
heredity and environment.
c. Her humor.
8. Her childhood.
3, Influences of father, Methodist aunt, and teachers,
4, Calvinism and liberalism.
5, Headings and discussions.
4, Need of mean between
for solution of some
6 . The ;^^s .
7. George Henry Lewes’ influence
The novels8 .
a. Her sensitiveness,
b. Her thoroughness.
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C. Early works compared witii later.
I), Body of paper.
1. Her idea -of hapT)iness--service and struggle.
2. Slowness of evolution and character development.
(unimportant characters^ )
a. Stationary charac ters ( characters seen for short /)
( time^ j
(emphasized virtues or vices)
(as in Morality Plays. )
h. Developing characters, influenced and changed hy
what happens; true to life, neither villains nor
saints.
3. Power of individual despite birth and surroundings.
4. Personal desire subordinate to fellowship conception.
a. Modern socialism.
b. Eelix Holt
.
c. The practicalness of ideals.
5. Incentives.
a. Money )
)
b. Selfish ambition)
c. Work Y/ell done.)
). stronger than a & b.
d. Altruism )
6. Human nature mot essentially selfish.
a. The inevi tableness of a social order recognizing
sharing
.
1st step to thi s= -tackling expedient, concrete
reform a_t hand
.
b. Present day tendencies proving ”get- together-ness”
c. George Eliot’s fundamental beliefs in the sarae.
1. Closeness of common lot of rich and poor,
2. Closeness of cominon lot of friend and foe.
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37. Redemptive power of fellov;ship and loneliness of the
selfish man.
8. Need of struggle and renunciation in passing from sel-
fishness to the human na,ture call of hro therhood,
a. Illustrations.
bo Hardness of easy consolation, (i), D.^ )
c. Old vs, young.
d. Human fellovv'ship the result of struggle.
e. The sacredness of rebellion (*Romcla”--I . W. W.)
(f. George Eliot’s ministers) Digression,
g. Outline of themes and struggles in novels as wholes
h. Value of confession,
9, Religion and mysticism
a. Their connection with socia.l consci ousness
,
b. Eliot’s belief in mysticism.
c. Her sympathy with religious sincerity to which she
could not agree.
d. Her r eligi on--f ellowship a"nd mysticism arTd beauty
in art.
e. Dolly V/irithrop’s philosophy.
10. Art.
11. 'women.
12, Redemption through
a. Y/ork
b. Human relations
c. The child
d. V/ide interests
e. Sorrow
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H13» Irredeemable things.
14. Conclusion,

1Social Consciousness in George Eliot’s Works.
The solution of the great industrial questions
of today that bring our religious and philosophic
notions hard up against the economic situation,
demands a calm a.nd yet an energetic point of viev«r.
What is fair to our fellow men, the altered position
of women, the recognized forces of heredity and
environment have to be sanely considered. The radi-
cal shouts for new remedies needed for unprecedented
conditions. Ke may be the I. W’. V/. extremist or the
over optimistic believer in human nature, Mr. Con-
servative replies, "Times are not so new, history
repeats itself, consider the fall of Rome, ponder a
bit on the French Revolution. Violence and excess
bring disaster. Go slow around the curves*"
Both may be right but they see the different
sides of the shield. To be sure, social democracy,
longing for fair play of individual freedom and for
one’s fellows is not nev/. It runs be^ck to the be-
ginning of community life--its principles are old,
but every time a man feels and is converted to these
principles he has a virile, progressive force that
is going to drive him on, beyond mere historic con-
templation, It is the old struggle of classicism
versus romanticism, only the struggle does not make
t
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us go round in circles, but forvvard in spiral
evolution^* We may find somev/hat similar problems
in the past but our own troubles are unique enough
to demand a new born solution,
Because these social troubles of 1914 are con-
nected extrinsically v/ith today but intrinsically
v;ith that philosophy v/hich is universal for all
times and countries, and v;i th human nature, a safe
student to observe may be George Eliotj- who can say-
»
"I have come to the conclusion that human nature is
lovable. The way I have learnt , something of its
deep pathos, its sublime mysteri es-has been by
living a gres.t deal among people more or less
commonplace and vulgar, of whom you v/ould perhaps
hear nothing surprising if you were to inquire
about them in the neighborhood v/here they dwrelt.”
The fast flying dust of the foremost runners
Bernard Shaw and Arnold Eennet, does not obscure
George Eliot, nor does the dim perspective of the
distant past fade her from view. She is animated
by the central principles of socialism and the pro-
gressive party, when she speaks through Dorothea
Brooke,--'"! should like to make life beautiful--!
mean everybody ’
s
life. !t spoils my enjoyment
of anything v/hen ! arn made to think that most people
are shut out of it,""
She feels the democracy craving birth in her
times, she recognizes the inner struggle of the individual

toward right e:xpression and the pressing forviard of
the cla.ss, she know full well the grips of heredity
and one’s lot in life and most important of all,
with a humor sympathetic end genuine, she reveals
ourselves, the common people, our weaknesses,
nobilities, and our interdependence in this inter-
vi^oven life of ours.
She vras well fitted by nature and training to
play this part in literature or portraying of life.
Thirteen years before the Reform Bill of 1832 llarian
Evans v/as born at Arbury Farm of a father, strong in
character^ and a superior mother, Christiana Pearson,
his second v/ife. In 1820 the family moved to Griff
so her childhood in 'V/arv/ickshir e was a.mong those
genuine country folk who are so often described as
prototypes of her earlier characters. Sir Roger
Newdigate, by whom her father was employed, a
fine old Oxford Tory. Her intense
,
chi Id joys and
imaginings we know when we read of Maggie Tul liver
watching the diamond jets of v/ater from the mill
wheel or driving nails in her v/ooden Fetish under
the b'gh pitched roof of the great garret. The
v/orth of the middle class, her carpenter father
gave her. V.hether or not Mr, Tulliver, Adam Bede
and Ca.leb Garth are drawn from his sterling quali-
ties, they reflect her great sympatiiy and love for
men like him. Later in Coventry, v/hen she consented

to church attendance just for Ms sake after reason had
convinced her of the pure selfishness of Calvinism in
Christianity, we feel her own mental struggles were en-
s.bling her to conceive those of Rornola perhaps, or Maggie
harassed by Tom. Vdien her father died in 1849 George
Eliot went to the continent for a while, where her mind
was torn between past and present. This masculine vigor
of intellect coupled with feminine sensibility to
details and humor, made her more than a student of philoso-
phy; she lived through the evolution of it at first hand.
We thinlc not so much of scenery as the background of her
novels, as of humanity itself, Erom 1830-1870 religious
interests were keen in England. George Eliot’s loved
aunt, Mrs. Samuel Evans, brought to her the truths of
Methodism. So genuine and tender a belief in conversion
and the healing power of Christ did this good woman unfold
that later George Eliot could draw the compelling beauty
of Dinah Morris after Methodism had passed into obj ect -
ive beauty to her. Mrs. Evans, too, gave this niece the
suggestion for Hetty Sorrel’s story grom a real happening
of child murder which she chanced to relate,
George Eliot’s early schooldays had already brought
the lasting influence of books and some dear friendships.
During the three years at Attleboro she grew fond of re-
reading certain passages, Perha.ps her poor health and
night terrors made her more thoughtful than some children.

although she was never precocious. At the boaEding
school in Kuneaton she formed an intimacy V'/ith Miss
Lewis, a head teacher. For many years they dis-
cussed the books they liked best. At Coventry she
attended the school of the Misses Franklin, Baptists,
whiose father is thought to have been in her mind
when she drew Mr, Lyon. There some of her themes
were considered especially worthy and she was said
to excel in language and music although she was
remembered as very shy. But her shyness and sen-
sitiveness v/ere not always a drav/back. They may
have quickened her perceptious and later under Mr.
Lewes made for concentration.
V/hen she was sixteen her mother died and she
left school to keep house for her father. Her
reading now became large and miscellaneous, v;hile
her diffidence gave chance for reflection. Although
her brother Isaac was a high churcliraan, her father
v;as a Calvinist and she became interested in the
Evangelical Church which was then the most socially
active. This was likely due to the Methodist aunt,
I.rs. Samuel Fvans, From now on the relation of art
to morality crept into her consideration of religion.
In turn slie v;as interested in Wordsworth', Young’s
"Night Thoughts; " Hannah More; V7ilberforce ; the
Oxford Iilovement; John Harris, tl.ie great teacher of
liberal tendencies. In her friendsliip with the
Brays she found comrades in forward movements and
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had a chance to express and discuss those thoughts
that luid been burning in her mind. The Brays were
disciples of Robert Owen, the Socialist, and knew of
Chartism, which makes us feel how very tolerant they
would all have been of our own Socialist movement.
Through them she met Gwen, Hi.irriet Ma.r tenean, Emerson,
She soon translated Strauss’s Life of Christ, almost
her first public work, and became a student of the
German philosophers, of Spinoza, in particular.
Rousseau and George Sand impressed her. She became
assistant editor of the'^Y/estminister Review'’ and now
exchanged opinions v;ith John Stuart Mill, Newmian,
Spencer, Carlyle, Eroude, and Theodore Parker. In
1851 she was introduced by Herbert Spencer to George
Henry Lewes, the slight, ugly, Bohemian, but brilliant
grandson of a second rate actor. George Eliot vras
}}
now doing a man’ s work on the Review, brefiking down
her health over articles on politics and taxation.
At length the happy alliance betv/een these two unusual
people Vt'as formed and in time under his suggestion,
nurtured by his kindly cri ticism^ the novels were given
birth. In them we shall find her thoughts on social
questions best recorded.
She spared neither time nor study in preparing
for her later no vels, - "Romola, ” ’’Felix Holt,” ’’Middle-
march,” and ’’Daniel Deronda”. Exact details of places,
politics; laws and costumes are accurate, and poor
Sir Waltei’ Scott and Y’ill Bhakspeare could find hardly
.'
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an anachronism for sympathy. The early novels,
~
"Scenes from Clerical Life," "Adam Bede," "The Hill
on the ?loss," and 'Silas Marner’^ are more enjoy-
able to most readers because they are more sponta-
neous. She wrote these in a spirit of delight out
of that greatest preparation for any work, the
large background of her own experience. As her
characters mirror her deepest convictions of life
principles we shall disregard whether the speaker
be one of her creations or the author herself. It
is the principles we shall care about, not even so
far as they are George Eliot’ s but so far as they
contain truth.
In what does happiness consist for those whose
conditions are below the living wage^, is a vital,
social question asked today by those who are beginning
to see that happiness lies beyond possession of this
world's goods. To be sure we must have the living
wage of material things to be normal in any respect
but Silas Marner wi tii his bags of gold and.LIr.
Casaxjbon with his model tenantry at Lov/ick, had not
the key to happiness. George Elliot finds it in
seeing beyond one's self, in service
, leading to
lellowship. Romola interprets it in that^ "revulsion
from self satisfied ease" and^"new fellov/ship with
360
suffering that had already' bjeen awakened in her."

Savonarola tells her, -"Live for Plorenoe-for your
own people." Sven when her faith in Sra Girolaimi-o
has left her she v/ins happiness in the plague
stricken island, and at last in her service to
Tessa and her children. Y,hien belief in man and
God is shatter ed^ Silas Llarner finds joy in doing
for another. After wanting the chance of hapjiiness
so keenly, Dorothea Srooke wins it in serving
Lydgate and T^osamund. Maggie Tulliver almost gains
it and her struggling failure makes the beauty of
service brighter than ever, makes her success,
Gwendolen Grandcourt at last sees its vision, and
Daniel Deronda, always serving, has glorified
happiness with the definite conception of future
service to his ra,ce. Milly Barton’s serenity is
bati'ied in service. I’elix Kolt is in an outrage of
happiness from the beginning of the story for ser-
vice is always before him.
It is to be considered in the ma.d rush of to-
day that even such good things as happiness and
service do not come to our willing spirits like
cloud-bursts. Of slow growth are capacities, not
of the get-rich-quick order. Herein George T’liot
excels in realism. Her people are never virtues
and vices personified like those in the old
Morality Plays. Even the colossal monster Bulstrod
feels the loss of his ideal more than that of his
•* *
9 .
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money. George Eliot teaches more effectively because
her people are neither auigels nor villains, but the
flesh and blood variety that change and develop
slowly under forces brought to bear on them. Tito
at the close, strangled and haunted by fear, is not
the same fCb the earlier Tito, who has not yet uttered
fal sehood
.
^"Character is not cut in marble--it is not
something solid and unalterable. 1 1 is .something
living and changing, and may become diseased as
our bodies do,"
2
"That inexorable law of human souls, we pre-
pare ourselves for sudden deeds by the reiterated
choice of good, or evil that -raduall.y decides our
character. "
Slov; must character changes be, for the present,
which surrounds the individual, links with his past
as much as with his future. The conventions were of
moderate growth in the Dodson fajnily, those conven-
tions regarding linen, new bonnets, funerals and
physic, Corr espondingly moderate would the break-
ing dovm of such ideals have to be. Lira. Glegg
might condone Maggie’s falling, but in her most
generous moments the immorality of it would remain^
The future of Tom is the logical outgrowth of the
antecedent material concerning him, heredity, started
him a latent Dodson, --as such he develops. And Maggie
—
well, Maggie is herself, as her father says,--
>
10
1 M. on 3 -t’jTe worst on’ t wi ’ the cro'ssing o’ breeds,
12 .
you can never jus tl.7 calkilate what’ll come on’t.”
Tito with his weaknesses was a hegga.r-boy . Ilary
Garth with her strength and crisp, sarcastic charm
was the true daughter of tiie noble Caleb and his
2 l^idd.
5b5
3 D.
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4 Midd.
535
5 Rom.
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well informed wife. Esther Lyon, with her mother’s
heritage, responded more readi]y to the French
training than to that of Malthouse Yard. The laws
of heredity are truthfully expounded. Cross breed-
ing is a new discovery of eugenics yet George Eliot
recognized its efficiency in ^hll Ladislaw, who
"makes good" in spite of his bad Polish Blood and the
sneers of those who themselves were "o? a breed very
much in need of crossing." In "Daniel Deronda." "Herr
Klesraer has cosmopolitan ideas. He looks forward to
a fusion of the x-accs."
This, hovi^ever, is one of the dangers of today,
to lay the blame too much on heredity a.nd environ-
ment. Our author does not leave it there, those
bonds may be broken,
^"It ought to lie with a man’s self that he is a
gentleman, " says Ladislaw and he proves it»
5
"Justice is, like the kingdom of nod--it is not
without us as a fact, it is wi thin us as a great
yearning.
George Eliot wrote at a time when Darwin’s
theories were influencing thinking peoJ>le, Our own
period emphasizes life and democracy as much as life
• /I'
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2 D. D.
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3 D. D.
753
4 Midd.
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and e\^olution. Here George Illiot is an unconscious
forerunner of our day. Personal desire, she teaches,
should give way to the greater need of one’s race
and fellows. The central theraes of ”Ro.-riola, " Pelix
Holt," "Middlemarch, and "Daniel Deronda" deal with
yielding of self to those great principles of expand-
ing life. ^"Bemocratic in his feeling for the multi-
tude, Deronda suspected himself of loving too well
the losing causes of the world," and longed to be
3
"an organic part of social life, instead of roruning
in it like a yearning disembodied spirit, stirred
with a vague social passion, but without fixed local
habi tation, to render fellowship real." Tov/ard the
3
end he says, "I come of a strain that has ardently
maintained the f ellowship of our race." Sweet,
bewildered Dorothea Brooke, moved by emotion, says
4
^
as she veitches the funeral of old Peatjiers tone, "It
seems to me we know nothing of our neighbors unless
they are cottagers. One is constantly wondering
what sort of lives other o eopl e lead, and how they
take things." After she has known life quite fully
5
she can yet feel, "If we had lost our own chief
good, ^ther people’s good would remain, and that is
worth trying for. Rome can be happy." Lydgate, in
his more intellectual 'ivay, feels the quickening love
of de.uocracy in his desire for tne hospital. It is
too big and persistent a longing to be kindled by

mere science.
1 P^^Kolt.
Tj>eiix Holt says?" "This world is not a very fine
place for a good many people in it. But I’ve made up
my :;iind it shan’t he the worse for me if I can help
it. They may tell me I can’t alter the world-- that
tliere must he a certain number of sneaks and robbers
in it, and if I don’t lie and filc'h somebody else
will. Tell, then, somebody else shall, for I won’t."
Felix had a civic conscience. T am sure he would
like to speak on ^locialisra at Boston Common without
a regular license. He \vould like to be rearrested
for that cause. Could the propaganda of Socialism
be xaore clearly stated than by him in what he
^ central mo ti ve?-- "The question in
the world is, how to give every man a man’s share in
5 F. Holt 3
],34 life," or ’’I’m a Radical myself and mean to work all
my life long against privilege, monopoly, and
oppression," An extremely modern position does
George Eliot take v/hen the path of true love is
crossed by discussion on democracy, but even Esther
4 F. Eolt^ .
, T, 4.-U n j j-
2_27 listens when the young man explodes, "You are dis-
contented with the world because you can't get just
the small things that suit your pleasure, not because
it’s a world v;here myriads of men and women are
ground by vnrong and misery and tainted with pollution.
5 Midd.
541
Equal opportunity to all for fairness and for
5
chance of individual development is democracy. "It
will not do to keep one’s own pigs clean," says the

13
expedient Mrs. ^;ad^^/all^der . So the Socialist says
and yet he is accused of no eye to practical busi-
ness.
1 r. Holt
136 Fortunately he has
ideals and "what we call
illusions are often a wider vision of past and present
realities." If any virtue be in his illusions,
"there’s a. right in things. The heavy end will get
down raost." Vha.t the socialist movement needs is
more fair publicity and trying out. It recognizes
3 F. Holt
,
3
.
. ^
29b that " igno rant power comes in the end to the same
thing as wicked power. It makes misery." It does
not expect to win at the next election. It knows
that the period of defeat for candidates is the time
for maturing strength. It knows the working man is
^susceptible and at voting time may not ‘"know which
end he stands on if it v/asn’t for the tickets and
5 Midd.
407
6 F. Holt
66
treating." As Ladislaw said to his defeated liberal
5
candidate so the Socialist may urge, "V.hat we have
to work at now is the "Pioneer" and political meet-
ings." But the opponent may say, as fast as men
gain knovrledge of the movement and subsequent power,
will not their ambition bring selfishness, will not
their press be controlled by a few, v/ill not they
exploit their comrades as they were once exploited?
Can tile golden rule be ever more than sweet theory?
6
Felix Holt admits, "That's how the working men are
left to foolish devices and keep worsening themselves:

14
the best heads ajnong them forsahe their comrades,
and go in for a house v.'ith a high door step and a
^ or.^^^^Arass knocker,” and^men are not ashamed to make
^ public questions v/hich concern -the v/elfare of millions
a mere screen for their own petty, private ends.”
The men v/ithin the circle know these dangers. The
crux of the question is“-can human nature endure the
temptation to selfish ajnbitions? Are money and self
the only spurs to tiie exercising of our highest
abilities? Are men to oe lazy unless the sv/ord of
competition or poverty hangs over their heads? VJhat.
does George Eliot reply? The motive of Caleb Garth
2 A. Bede 2
v.'as work well done. A.dara Bede says, ”I cant abide
to see men tlirow away their tools the minute the
clock begins to strike as if they took no pleasure
in their work, and was afraid o’ doing a stroke too
much. The very grindstone will go on turning a bit
after you loose it.”
Nor was it worldly gain Mr. Tulliver had in
mind v/hen, recovering consciousness from his stroke
3 M. on F,, 3he remembered, "I’ve lent Moss money but I shall
never think of distressing him to pay it.”
4 IT. on F, 4
"And mindi--there’ 3 50 pounds o’ Luke’s as I211
put into the busine8G--he ga". e it me a bi t at a
time, and he’s got nothing to show for it. You
must pay him the first thing.” Sven Bob Jakin’s
broad thumb could make a splendid \ gift just as
T»1WI
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his generous heart could open with real synpathy.
Amos Barton was not so dull that he did not feel the
^ greater dullness of the poor house audience. Not for
reward did he preach there. Nor are these the
exceptions, C-eorge Sliot deals with common folk,11
.
•
A. Bartonv/ith "the poetry and pathos, tragedy and comedy lyi^S
472
in the experience of a huinan soul'- tliat looks out
59
through ordinary, dull gray eyes." Her heroes and
A ^Barton heroines are our neighbors. As she says, "I
wish to
stir your sympathy with common-place trouhles-- to win
your tears for real sorrow, sorrow such as may live
'next door to you--such as walks neither in rags nor
in velvet but in very ordinary decent apparel."
True, Felix Holt v/as ambitious , but he wanted to be
3
F. Holt
'
265
•>
4
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"a demagogue of a nev/ sort, an honest one, if possible,
who v/ill tell the people," he says^^they are blind and
foolish^ and neither flatter them nor fatten on them,
I have my heritage- -an order I belong to. I have
the blood of a line of handicrafts men in my veins,
and I want to stand up for the lot of the handicrafts-*
inan as a good lot, in which a man may be better
trained .to all the best functions of his nature than
if he belongs to the grimacing set who have visiting
cards, and are oroud to be thought richer than tlieir
neighbors. "I don’
t
expect to go to heaven for it,
but I wed it because it enables me to do what I most

16
1>'. Holt want to do on earth." Felix was "of a fibre tliat
o 09 •
vibrated too strongly to the life around him to
^ shut himself away in quiet even from suffering and
irremediable v/rong."
Is human nature too selfish to conceive of
sharing? Even the man belov^ the breah line can
embrace democracy. V/hen Romola passes the pale
faces of the hungry men on her way to carry bread
to the sick women and children, the leader of the
liungry crowd refuses her crust and stands guard over
the v/enker Baldaaarre. Is human nature not tested
here?
Rom.
182
o
ITidd .
253
Socialism may come under some otlier name but
its principles must prevail . "How will this
mill eni urn of equal opportunity and. deified human
naturq be won?" the Socialist is deridingly asked.
2
Be patient with him. Remember it is "very great
and noble, the power of respecting a feeling which
one does not share." But, says the critic, the
members of his cooperative commonwealth must be as
large souled to bring to pass Utopia as Utopia might
make them, could it ever come. Present economic
conditions run by such large souled creatures would
not ftdrai t bribery, child labor, and white slavery.
The reformed is alv/ays "up in the air" like Dorothea
3
.Brooke who had "thought she could be patient with
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John Milton as hushand but she had never imagined
him behaving in this v;ay" (like Mr. 7 as at/bon.) The
Socialist kn.,ws these pitfalls. Re an enthusiast .
which name C-eorge Rliot would keep for "the highe^r
order of mind." The Socialist knows too that no
man can be large souled or even normal with too
long hours, in too bad air, at too monotonous a loom,
with too ill nourished a body, and too little hope
of paying the debts that over him. He knows
society rots as badly at the other, the Fenleigh
Grandcourt, end, and he is v/illing, keeping his
ideals and illusions (?) ever before him, to lay
hand on the task that offers. He will be expedient
enough to tackle the near concrete reform just as
he sometimes has to a.ttack the individual mill-ov;ner
p,
for the wrongs of a system. "The sincere antipathy
of a dog toward cats in general necessarily takes
the form of indignant barking at the neighbor’s black
cat, which makes daily trespass, the bark at iinagined
cats is yet coiaparatiVely feeble." The tangible step
tov/ard the ideal is the slogan of the English Eabian
Socialist society. Again Felix Holt would agree in
"The question now is, not whether we can do away
with all- the nuisances in the world but v;ith a particu-
lar nuisance under our nose."
1
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n. D.
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Socialists are not alone in wanting to sorae-
1
.
thing. Other political parties feel we are ''in a
time when universal kinship is declaring itself
fiercely." Cooper Institute, Ford Hall, and Saga-
more Conference show this trend, in our o\wi vicinity,
which is working out in pure food lav/s, minimum wage
hills, and old age pensions.
The upper and lower classes used to get together
2
in worship only but as Adam Bede said, "Y/e must have
something beside C-ospel i’ this world. Look at the
canals, and the, a queduc ’ s
,
and the coal pit engines."
when the means of support and the material conditions
touching health are discussed and handled -^emocr atically
the upper class will find itself best benefited. It
can never get away from its utter dependence on those
below. Tuberculosis in . the slums spreads its germs
3
to Fifth Avenue. "There is no private life which
has not been determined by a wider public life."’
^
"There is no sort of wrong deed of which a man can
bear the punish-nent alone, you can't isolate your-
self and say that the evil which is in you shall not
spread. Men’s lives are as thoroughly blended with
each other as the air they breathe. Evil spreads as
necessarily as disease,"
I'To one con be our deadly enemy, we may find his
life touches ours too closely to leave room for hate.
So v;as Harold Transome’s life bound with Jermyn’s and
$
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and tlie most serious moment to Karold was when he
realized why the independence of his aversion must
go. "For the first time tjie iron had entered into
his soul and he felt the hard pressure of our common
lot . "
Gv/endolen Grandcourt in her struggle can not fight
2
alone. She says to "Oeronda, "If you despair of me,
I shall despair." But when she so fa.r renounces her
selfish independence to accept the help of another
in a large way without demanding any personal touch,
that is her supreme moment. She writes, to Beronda
3
on his marriage, "I only thought of myself, and I
made you grieve You must not grieve any more
for me. It is better— it shall be better with me
because I have known you."
Through shar i n
g
comes the sublime capacity of
Seth Bede to forget himself so far that his brother’s
happiness is his although it might have been his
misery. "^"Have I felt thy trouble so little that I
should not feel thy joy?" he can say when he learns
Dinah’ s love for Adain.
Sot only are we dependent on each other but this
closeness of mankind is our salvation. George Eliot’s
strongest proof lies in tho utter apathy and sadness
of the lonely or selfish person. Silas Marner, pur-
pose gone, grew strange and abnormal. His bulging
eyes, his near vision, and his shyness seemed worse.
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Yet he had^^lnevitahly a sense that if any help came
to him it must come from without." Can it he the
same Silas who so wins the dependence and love of
ano ther that Eppie can say when wealth, ease, and
2
the life of a lady a.re offered, "I like the working
3
folks and their victuals and their v;ays." "I could
not give up the folks I’ve been used to." Silas
4
asks Godfrey, "Hov;’ll she feel .just the same for me
as she does now, when we eat o’ the same bit, an’
drink o’ the same cup?" It is the lesson Sir Laun-
fal teaches, the lesson of sharing. Happiness comes
not so much in depending on another as in allowing
another to depend on us. Romo la, herself taught by
5
the deepest experiences of life, teaches Lillo, "We
can only have the highest happiness, such as goes
along with being a g^eot man, by having wide thoughts
and much feeling for tlie rest of the world as well
as ourselves; and this sort of happiness often brings
so much pain witln it that we can only tell it from
pain by its being what we would choose before every-
thing else, because our souls see it is good,'”'
The most heart rending of all George Eliot’s
people is Mrs. Transome, alone even in sorrow, ’an
eager minded woman who advanced in life without any
activity of tenderness or any large sympathy. She
1
had her "ways which must not be cros.sed, and had
learned to fill up the great void of life with giving
A'-
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small orders to tenants and insisting on medicines
for infirm cottagers.”" V/Ren even these habits are
shattered and she is without human contact with hus-
band, son, or early paramour, with no sympathy save
from hind Denner, the picture is far more powerful
than that of Hetty Sorrel or Tito consumed by selfish-
ness, Heath comes to them before youth is past, but
with Mrs. Transome, is the more fearful retribution
of isolate life . How in contrast does she stand amid
the cold splendor of Transome Court with Esther Lyon,
gone back to a life in Malthouse Yard, touched on
every side by love of common people. But Esther had
struggled to choose, ”She knew the dim life of the
back street, the contact with sordid vulgarity, the
lack of refinement for the senses, the summons to
a daily task." Yet in the more selfish life of the
2
manor she had seen herself "in a silken bondage that
arrested all motion, and was nothing better than a
well cushioned despair. To be restless amidst ease,
to be languid among all appliances for pleasure was a
possibility that seemed to haunt the rooms of Tran-
some Court .
"
To reach the higher conception of happiness
George Eliot’s people always pass through struggle
and renunciation as happens in real life. Romola
3
says, "There are so many things wrong and difficult
in the world that no man can be great--he can hardly
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keep himself from wickedness--unl ess he '^ives
thinking much about pleasures and rewards, and gets
strength to endure v;hat is hard and or inful,”’ '.Vhen
Helix Holt is in prison and realizes more than ever
the greatness of his love for Esther, v;hic}i he puts
by as too selfish a happiness, he says, "This thing
can never come to me tv/ice. It is my knighthood.
That was always a business _of great co st . *'
Struggling, renouncing, struggling, our dual
selves within us, temperament against temperament,
selfishness a.ga.inst community interest, the small
against tht large, making for development, we find
all this in Treorge Eliot’s cliaracters and plots as
in real life. Gwendolen Farleth in the full victor
o
and cruelty of youth7"with a certain fierceness of
maidenhood in her,'' has had every influence to make
her self centred; bes.uty, a proud spirit, an ador-
ing mother, and a background of insignificant
yo’unger sisters. It is the perfection of selfish-
3
ness v/hen she says, "There is nothing I enjoy more
4
tha.n taking aim and hitting." "l.Cy plan is to do
what pleases me." Her life touches 'Deronda’s and
]ier inner struggle begins. For a long time self
5
i s vi c'tor i ous . ’Jlien Lydia flasher v;rites her, "The
will ing \iTong you have done me v;ill be your curse,"
Gwendolen disregards it but all these supposed con-
quests of ob star lea are to loom up as later horrors
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in her life. "It •'was new to her that a question of
right or wrong in her conduct should rouse her terror."
O
^"That lawlessness, tliat casting away of all care for
justification suddenly frightened her," but TDeronda’
s
words are working like a refrain from the garaing
3
table at Leubrc ma, — "There are enough inevitable
turns of fortune which force us to see that our gain
is another^ s loss : --that is one of the ugly aspects
of life. Me can't alv/ays help that our gain is
another's loss. Clearly because of that we sho^ild
help i t where we can." As C-ra.ndcourt' s self grows
4
small, hers grows large. Her mentor soys, "Look on
other lives besides your own. Try to care for what
is best in thought and oc tion--something that is
5
good apart from your own lot." Ghe feels, ‘'"I am
almost getting fond of the old things now they are
gone. 'Then my blood is fired I can do do.ring things-
take any leap, but that makes me fr ightened at my-
6
self." "Turn your fear into your safeguard,"
Deronda counsels. Tlie slow dravm out endurance with
Grand court has decreased her trust in self, "Side
by side with the dread of her husband had grown the
self dread." After he is dro^med, self accusation
g
gushes forth but "her remorse was the precious sign
of a recoverable nature."" The struggle is almost
9
over and Gwendolen is still young, "It has come to
1
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you in your springtime. Thinx of it as a prepara.-
tion
,
” says Reronda, but such comfort a.nd his revela-
1
tion to her of his love for liirah "made him hate his
own words; they seemed to have the hardness of ea.sy
consolation in them.” In her letter to Deronda
(see above) her triumph is supreme: self lias been
conquered to a larger, human end. We ha,ve had
development through struggle and the modern theory
2
that ’’those who trust us educate us.”
Y/ith Tito Melema, the slow victory of inner
struggle reverses and is to self. At first he has
merely ."an unconquerable aversion to anything un-
plea.sant.’’ The softness of his nature required that
4
"all. sorrow should be hidden away from him." Ke
sells the gems, the ring, Tessa is involved, not
/
the greatest of his evils in effect, yet the very
sumiuit of his selfishness is that he prefers to be
kind when no thing in terf er es
.
The library is sold
and four times Baldasarre is disowned, ileanwliile
"the pa.thway where desire leads becomes closed" to
6him and haunting fear has entered his soul, "False-
hood had prospered and waxed strong; but it had
nourished the twin life, Fear." With father denied,
Romola wronged, and lost to consideration, it is
7
easy to eompromise Bernardo del Hero. "But a man’s
own safety is a God that sometimes makes very grim
demand s .
"
The horror of his jump from Ponte Vecchio
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and his strangling is f or eshad.o’ved hy a last "blaze
of self glory when he rides triumphant into Florence.
Tito, too, is young,
Baldasarre is old; his inner struggle is piti-
ful. The accumulated poison of revenge, utter lone-
liness, intermittant lapses of memory, the severe
physical strain of prison fetters, hunger, and cold,
change the loving father into the mania,c craving
justice. The intensity of his feeling finds response
in the mystic fervor of Savonarola.
Roused hy this same giant in mental strife,
Romola’s sleeping soul awehens to social conscious-
ness. Eer struggle waxes conversely as Tito’s wanes,
George Eliot is a skilful artist in contrast.
1
Roinola has thaf'gift of gods to he horn with contempt
of all injustice and meanness.” Forced to give up
her father’s sacred wishes, about to leave husband
and Florence, she is stopped by Savorerola and turns
back. His very face, "strong featured, owed all its
refinement to habits of the mind and rigid discipline
of the body— in it human fellov/ship expressed itself
' o
as a strongly felt bond.” V/ith "that burning indig-
4
nation at sight of wrong” he had ”a power of swaying
5
very vari ous minds." Romola is brought"to subdue her
nature to her husband’s” as Savonarola insists,
6
"Man can not choose his duties. You may choose to
forsake your duties, and choose not to liave the
it
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sorrow they "bring. tTiat will you find? Sorrow
without duty“-"bi tter herbs and no bread with them,"
1
ITowRomola’s life grows beautiful in "fellowship
2
v/ith people sick, ragged, and narrow." "Her
v;onan’ E tenderness transforms itself into an
3
enthusiasm of sympathy with general life." "Ho
soul is desolate so long as there is a hurna.n being
for v/hom it can feel trust and reverence. Romola’s
trust for Savonarola v/as like a rope, making her
step elastic while she grasped it."
4
"The inspiring consciousness breathed into her
by his influence that her lot v/as vitally united with
the general lot had exalted even the minor details
of religion." So tl:e hardest struggle for Pomola
is when she knov/s this great man can place his own
ambition and safety above fairness, when he refuses
to help her uncle. He too is suffering in a terrible
5
agony, "the struggle of a mind possessed by a never
silent hunger after purity and simplicity, yet caught
in a tangle of egoistic demands." Romola’s faith
6
falters, the church looses its hold. " The law was
sacred but rebell ion mi c;ht be sacred . The soul
must dare to act on its o^wn v/arrant." L'et those who
condemn unqualifiedly the 1. "V7. W. and the militant
movements today remember rebellion may be sacred .
Let them reread Giovanni tti ’ s poem The Cage with
more sympathy. He too may be gra.sping the essential.
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To Romola the essence of religion remains. She says,
^"God’s kingdom is something wider--else, let me
stand outside it with the heings I lOve," But she
has OTne through too much to hear lightly the shock
o
Rom,
497
r
2
of Savonarola’s revelation. ”Bo one who has ever
known Y/hat it is to lose faith in a fellow man whom
he has profoundly loved and reverenced will say that
the shock can leave the faith in the Invisible Good-
ness unshaken,"
The inner struggles of Maggie Tulliver, Stephen
Guest, Hetty Sorrel, Arthur Bonnithorne, Godfrey
Cass, Dorothea Brooke, Mr, Bulstrode, Fred Vincy,
Rosamund, and Mr. Farebrother might all be traced
similarly. Each growth or degradation of conscience
is influenced by outv/a.rd opposing and augmenting
forces and people, George Eliot’s plots are strongly
knit just because she develops her main threads
through the twistings of two struggling elements
about some theme touching in every case social con-
sc iousness .
Mr, Farebrother is one of her quiet but most
impressive people. His v/ell deserved promotion
3
Midd.
through Lydgate when the need for his mild gaming
o
stakes is over and he can say, "I shall do without
whist now. Mother, "only makes possible that splendid
inner struggle to renounce his love of Mary Garth
so unselfishly and follow Caleb’s principle,--
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"Tlie young ones have alv/sys a claim on the old to
help them forward.'*"
Mr. Far ehr other suggests George Eliot’s
sympathetic treatment and interesting assortment
of clergy, interesting particularly in one so
liberal in her matured religious views, I have
catalogued these men of cloth together v/i th the
«
columns suggesting the brief theme a.nd struggle
elements in the novels, adding also a hint of the
humorous characters of which it is a pity the
confines of our subject limit much comment.
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It is interesting to notice the part of the
confessional in these struggles, Tito confesses
nothing to Roinola, acknowledges no guilt to
Baldasarre, lies more to cover lies, Kis fight
goes against him. Rosamund Vincy Lydgate confesses,
opens her heart to Dorothea; relief comes, e.s much
as her small nature can receive. Godfrey Cass '
1
realizes the need of confessing. "V/hile I’ve been
putting off and putting off the trees have been
growing. It’s too late now . ” Yet his final desire
for openness relieves his retribution. So Romola’s
relief is her outpouring to Savonarola, a mystic
link between help from fellowman and from religion,
George Eliot with her analytical mind and
rational tendencies in philosophy did not fail to
consider the ir^^stic as might be expected. Her
appreciation of it seems even beyond tliat intense
sympathy with which she regards such characters as
Dinah a.nd Savonarola., a,nd her intense dependence on
personalities connected with her own life like that
of Lewes, There is something besides fellov;ship td
,2 '
her, “"those shadowy regions where human souls seek
wisdom apart from the human gympa^thies v;hich are the
very life and substance of our wisdom." This is the
something that hal low's fell ov;s hip and social
consciousness. Because of this she is ready to
feeli. respect for beliefs to which she can not agree.
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to see into tlie soul of a Dino, and say with him,
"I felt there was a life of perfect love and purity
of the soul in which there would be no uneasy hunger
after pleasure, no tormenting questions, no fear of
suffering,” V/e can think of George Mliot as of
Edward Everett Hale partaking of cormnunion in both
Catholic .-and Methodist churches,
Mordecai is a type of mystic, yet his whole
purpose is alive to the welfare of his race , their
spiritual welfare. He has that rare form of social
consciousness belonging to the poet, which sees
brotherhood in the large sweep of spiritual signifi-
2
cance. Mysticism recognizes the "truth in thought,
though it may never have been carried out in action.”
Dinah responds to this; she tells Hetty how, when
quite alone, she sees and knows people in her inner
vision plainer than ever vjhen they are really with her.
And then she feels their lot as her own and knows
comfort in lier Lord. George Eliot’s surety of
immortality is close to this mysticism. She is one
of the most religious persons of her day and yet
she is often remembered as an agnostic and breaker
of conventions. To her, as to Romola, religion is
bigger than a particulEir church or creed. V/hen
Dorothea Brooke and Ladislaw talk of the fundajnen tals
of life, George Eliot phrases in a remarkable way her
3
own religion. Dorothea says, "By desiri ng what is
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perfectly good even when we don’t quite know v/hat
it is and cannot do what we would, we are p_a^rt of
the divine pov/er against evil--widening the skirt
of light and making the struggle v;ith darkness
narrower, I used to pray so much. Now I hardly
ever pray, I try not to liave desires merely for
myself.” Here is the exact doctrine of "The Servatit
in the House.”'' Then Ladislaw tells his faith,
—
'’’’To love what is good and beautiful when I see it,”
Fellowship -t- mysticism -h- beauty in art, these
three make George Eliot’s religion,
Yot this mysticism did not in any v/ay deny the
practical religion of every day want. The preaching
o
of Savonarola, that greatest of aiysticsT ”'never
insisted on gifts to the Invisible powers but only
on help to visible need,” Nor must we leave with-
out a word from perhaps George Eliot’s soundest
preacher, Dolly Winthrop, on faith and practical
3
works, ”If anything looks hard to me, it's because
there’s tilings I don’t know on, and for the matter
0 that, there may be plenty o things I don’t know on
for it’s little as I know, that it is,.,.. And all
as v/e’ ve got to do is to trusten, Master Marner,--
to do the right thing as i*ur as we know, and to
trusten.""
4
"It’s the will of them above as a many things
should be dark to us." Here is the unknown realm
of mysticism inducing faith out counterpoised but
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tha,t knovm and solid realm of duty at hand and well
Silas M. performed, ^”If we’ve done our part it isn’t to be
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•mi
are and come short o’ Their’ n.” Nor is she mere
philosopher with her splendid hints on washing and
dressing Eppie, her pride in Aaron’s elocution and
2
her toothsome lard cakes. Ilill well she knows ’’xnen’s
stomachs are made so comical they v/ant a change.
Right in line is she with Socialists who insist on a
cup of coffee to the listener before the harangue.
Without the bread of life, without happiness it is
harder to keep a hold on the faith, and perhaps it is
most difficult of all as George Eliot knew so well
herself, for those v;ho have progressed beyond the
simple village ways. ’’Even people whose lives have
been made various by learning sometimes find it hard
to keep a fast hold on their habitual views of life,
4
on their Faith in the Invisible." "The past becomes
dreainy because its symbols have all vanished" with
5
outworn creeds and "‘the slippery threads of memory."
Then when belief in the old religion goes and all
religion with it, the best substitute is _tn ^ sorae-
6
thing. "With reawakening sensibilities" from action
7
"memory has reawalcened, " and "that sense of presid-
ing goodness and the huinan trust which come from all
pure peace and 4^oy," Human trust has been akin to
divine faith since before the days of Abou Ben Adhern,
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arid this brings us back to Dolly, Abou’s true
disciple. She for all her simple village wat^s is
1
no surface speaker and has “often a deal inside of
her as' 11 never come out." “If there’s any good to
be got ve’ve need of it i’ this world,” says she
and then practices what she preaches. T’is this
that gives her the halo.
Dolly is typical of those earlier characters
of George Eliot’s who in their genuineness show her
tihe true artist. They seem in their unconsciousness
and lack of artificiality to carry their own lives
along, ti.e Ixand of their author is not in evidence.
So do they “quicken our life into a higher conscious-
ness tlirough the feelings" which Dow den says is
tne function of art. It is only when the writer is
possessed oy his creations that he rises to the
point of artist. So long as he subjugates them he
is not free from himself, but is the scientist and
analyzer. Plato, who decried poetry, music and the
arts^ and would have in his republic only the useful
and directly didactic things of life, was himself
the unconscious poet, musician, and artist and his
own strongest refutation. So George Eliot in her
early books is ar ti st of simple, humble people.
Such consuiiiraa te knowledge of one’s subject as this
kind of art needs, comes only with long fa.mil iarity
with one's material. The connoisseur must i‘irst
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knov/ tne science of shadows before he may deal v;ith ,
1
their mysteries. "V«h.atever modifies our intellectual
conceptions powerfully, in due time affects art power-
fully." So when George Eliot v;as aoout to undertake
themes like the Florence of Savonarola’s day, the
question of Zionisiji and the Jewish race or the throb
of the English Reform Bill, she v/as great enough to
work first and painstakin^^ly over historical facts
and raw material. Being the student she was the
greater artist. To assimilate the knowledge for
tnese later works was tremendous. So is it small
wonder tiiat occasionally in "Romola" and "Deronda"
the scientist rather than the artist appears, that
philosopriy in the abstract is preached which does
not so charm and hold the reader as the p eople of
the earlier books George Eliot herself would oe
the first to recognize this principle of art. She
loves v;hat is good and beautiful wherever she sees
it and selects among people and things that which
has a keynote of truth and beauty. The strongest
feelings of her own life were never apart from the
concrete. Many a mind with her piercing philosoph-
ical power might have walled itself in by theories,
but she could never dv/ell a^^art from the touch of
humanity. Perhaps this explains why she could marry
again after that intimate life of sympathy with Lewes.
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Poetry and art are akin to heaven, oy being akin to
thi- heavenly flashes of this world. Dorothea io at
her highest nioiaent of developinent whe:* s/ie realizes
this and says to Ladislaw, "I thought you cared only
for poetry and art a.nd the tilings that adorn life
for us who are well off . But now I know you think
- 2
of the rest of tiie world." "You are much the happier
3
of us two, Mr. Ladislaw, to have nothing."’’ "I never
felt it a misfortune to have nothing before," he
said. "But poverty may he as bad as leprosy, if it
divides us from what ive most care for." It is the
unseen things that are eternal, and this is the full-
ness of life where love and art join hands*
Herein may oe the solution of the question of
feminism of today. V/ill woman as an artist, as an
individual 'vi th a career, trample on woman fulfilling
her sex functions? Is life abundant enough for Doth?
Deronda’s mother would argue tiiat it is not. Possessed
by that feminine ambition not to endure failure and
decline, she marries. To this point Bernard Shaw
might be creating her. Then she finds after days of
mere housev;ifely acting that pure art alone is still
her magnet. Acting for the whole world calls her and
4
"no life was left" to love lier son. She says after
5
one of her days of pain ani physical agony, "I arn
not a loving woman. That is the truth. It is a
talent to love— I lacked it. Others have loved me—
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and I have acted their love, I know very well what
love makes of men and woinen“-it is subjection. It
takes another for a larger self.’* But is this true,
this divergence of woman’s purposes on earth? V/ill
they never come together as do man’s? ViFill woman
not some day be a better mother because she is a
ci tizen of the world? If this last be ever accepted
-through industrialism or any other influence as a
1
duty of woman, as Beronda says, ’’Let us bind love
with duty; for duty is the love of law; and la'W' is
the nature of the eternal,"
Real art then is something bigger than any one
phase of life, George Eliot would agree with Millet,
and today with Spargo in that power in life so
commonly around us, unseen because so closely blend-
2
ed with the ordinary forces. "Neither are picturesque
lazzaroni or romantic criminals half so frequent as
your common laborer, who gets his own bread and eats
it vulgarly but creditably with his own pocket knife."
3
"Very common-place, even ugly, that furniture of our
early home might look if it were put up to auction;
an improved taste in upholstery scorns it,"—but it
is the root bed of the loves and sanctities of our
4
lives. "It is a sordid life, you say, this of the
Tullivers and Dodsons, irradiated by no sublime
principles, no romantic visions, no active self re-
nouncing faith, You could not live among such
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people, you are stifled for want of an outlet toward
something beautiful, great, and no ole.” But these
are the ones that George Eliot sees bathed in the
light of glowing beauty for, ''Human feeling is like
the mighty rivers that bless tne earth; it does not
wait for oeauty~“it flows witn. resistless force and
brings beauty with it.”
In George Eliot’s time woman was beginning to
emerge into the light of day. It is interesting to
notice that her stronx^est characters are women.
Maggie, Dinah, Romola, Dorothea and Gwendolen we
think of first in their books^ while Dolly Winthrop,
Mrs. Poyser and iilrs. Cad/wall^icr are the spice givers.
To group them is periiaps unfair as they mirror so
splendidly all v/omankind and the greatest are never
stationary characters and so refuse to enter exact
pigeon-holes. Yet we are reminded of Thackeray’s
brilliant Ethel Newcome’ s and Becky’s and more slowly
perceiving Amelia’s wnen we tiiink of Gwendolen and
Maggie in contrast to Lucy Deane, Rosamund and even
gentle Dorothea, although their developments are very
2
different. For "Lucy Deane’ s such a good child“-you
may set her on a stool and there she’ll sit for an
hour together and never offer to get off.” But as
for Maggie, --she says, "I do feel for people when
they are in trouble: I don’t think I could ever bear
to make anyone unhappy; and yet I often hate myself
I
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because I get angry sometimes at the sight of happy
-oeo-ole." Tom says of her, "At one time you tahe
pleasure in .a sort of perverse self denial, and at
another you have not resolution to resist a thing
tha.t you know to he v.Tong. " Poor ileggie with her
volcano of a soul "whose lot was beginning to have
a still, sad monotony which threw her more than ever
on her inward self."
Again Thackeray portrays Becky, the mother of
little Rawdon, v/ith so little mother instinct, but
Gv;endolen Grandcourt, ITancy Lammeter, and Romola
axe George Fliot’s childless women, big with mother
love. The motherhood instinct is the common bond
that unites Lydia Glash6r and Gwendolen when they
seem farthest apart. George Eliot is fond of con-
trasts in femininity , -“Dinah, the unselfish, versus
Hetty, the doll. Especially in description of out-
ward details her v.’omen show off each other , --Haney
and Priscilla preparing for the ball, --Tessa and
Romola, --Mary Ga.rth and Rosaraund. That charmingly
old fashioned touch of womanhood, deference to elders,
we sec most beautifully portrayed by Esther to Mrs.
Transorae, by Denner to her mistress, by Romola. to
Savonarola and her father.
Her women with a sense of humor do most good
in her books, Dorothea Brooke excepted, as is true
in the world at la.rge. Esther Lyon may not be able
to defend Byron to the powerful young Felix but she
f
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can at least silence her mentor by telling him, "You
have such strong v.'ords at command that thej/' make the
smallest argument seem formidable. If I had ever met
the giant Cormoran, I should have made a point of
agreeing vd th him in his literary opinions.” Mary
Garth can roguishly suggest to Fred Vincy ho’v Juliet
,
Ophelia, Flora. Macivor and Gorinne might respond to
2
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his lovelorn melancholy. Rosamund Vincy at least
2
knows her limitations. "Happily she never attempted
to joke, and this perhaps was the most decisive mark
3
Felix II,
373
of her cleverness,"
3
George Eliot’s description of Mirah "in whom
bodily loveliness seems as properly one v«ith the entir
being," is wonderfully sympathetic. vTe can \Yell
imagine the author loving her own creation, she who
was so quickly sensitive to music of voice and beauty
of form and whose own face is generally considered
4
Adam B.
290
homely. In what contrast to Mirah does she speak of
4
Hetty Sorrel. "There are faces which nature charges
v/ith a meaning and pathos not belonging to the single
soul that flutters beneath them, but speaking the jo 3>-s
and sorrows of foregone generations." Poor Hetty and
5
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poor women of her sort I "Good come out of it I'" said
6
Adam pa^ssionately . "That doesn’t alter the evil: her
ruin can’t be undone. I hate that talk o’ people, as
if there v:as a way o’ making amends for everything."
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George Eliot makes Ms criticism sound a final and
universal note.
Those were the days when man’s intellectual
superiority to woman was not so humorous a subject
as today, Mr, Erooke, for example, who had no doubt
1
on- any point, delivers his decision, "Well, but now,
Casaubon, such deep studies, classics, ma.thematics
,
that kind of thing, are too taxing for a woman— too
taxing, you know." Tom Tulliver can conscientiously
force I'aggie to bend to his will. Philip 7'akem’
s
2
on i?i .father, -who is liberal for his day, can say, "We don’t
ask what a woman does •we ask whom she belongs to."
Esther Lyon herself holds that "a real fine lady does
not wear clothes tha.t flare in people’s eyes, or use
importunate scents, or make a noise as she moves: she
is something refined and graceful and never obtriisive."
It is a pity our modern ladies do not observe this
beautiful conception more. Harold Transome, benighted
3 3
Felix H. being, observes, "It does not signify what women think—
they are not called upon to act ." Under such mastery
4 4"
Felix E. his mother had indeed learned, "half the sorrows of
41
women v;ould be averted if they could repress the speech
the3^ know to be useless--nay , the speech the^/’ have
resolved not to utter." She was most unhappy because
^ she was keen and conscious that she "was given cushions
and carriages and recommended to enjoy herself, a.nd then
a 5
Felix h/ expected to be "contented under contempt and neglect.
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“That's v/bat makes women a curse; all life is stunted
to suit their littleness,” said Felix. And here is
o
the author’s true comment, "It is a fact kept a little
too much in the back ground that mothers have a self
larger than their maternity." Were '^eorge Eliot
alive today how vital an interest v;ould she take in
'7
.
suffrage and feminism ! "In this way poor women whose
power lies solely in their influence make themselves
like music out of tune, and only move men to run avray'.'
But v^ith her forward step she does not leave behind
4
the best of the old ideals. She knows "the best part
of a woman' s love is worship" but she would hardly
5
accept that^"a v/oman ought not to have any trouble.
There should always be a man to guard her from it."
A woman is an individual. Her soul develops; she is
ca:pable of sacrifice and renunciation. Romola is
6
never more queenly than when she says, "If everything
else is doubtful, the suffering that I can help is
certain; if the glory of the cross is an illusion,
the sorrow is onlj'- the truer."
George Eliot strikes a positive note whenever
she expresses her social consciousness. The despair
of tearing down is not in uer pages so much as the
remedy for renev^ed life, Goul salvation, happiness
and redemption, all through servic
e
she reiterates.
T7e hear much today of the cleansing power of v;ork and
the nobility of labor, perhaps we hear m*ore of it than
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we see in action. But Caleb Garth v;as strong in
both belief and doing and through work he v«*ought
Fred Vincy’s redemption. He counsels the young
mari^ "Ho matter what a person is"--here his mouth
looked Ditter and he snapped his fingers—"Whether
he v/as the prime minister or the r ickthatcher , if he
2
didn’t do well what he undertook- to do." "It’s a
fine thing to have a chance of putting men into the
right way with their farming, and getting a bit of
good contriving and solid building done-~that those
who are living and those who come after will oe the
3
better for it." "A bad workman of any sort makes
his fellows distrusted." The influence of work is
more far reoehing than the influence of words. After
his talk with Dorothea, again Caleb says, "She said
a thing I often used to think myself v:hen a lad:
’Mr. Garth, I should like to feel if I lived to be
%
old, that I had improved a great piece of land and
built a. great many good cottages, because the w^ork
is of a iiealtijy kind while it is ueing done."
Adam Bede is sterling largely because of his
clean love of work well done. "A good solid bit
o’ work lasts. Therefore if it’s only laying a
floor dovm, somebody’s the better for it being done
5
well besides the man as does it." "It’s all I’isre
got to tliink of now— to do my v/ork well, to make the
world a oit better place for tiiera as can enjoy it."
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Adaia had no theories about setting the world to
rights, ^"but he sav; there v/as a great deal of damage
done by building v/ith illseasoned timber.” It is
2
the bed rock of his religion. ”God helps us with
our headpieces and our hands as v/ell as with our
3
souls.” But TIr. Bulstrode v/ith his friend “never
conceived thcit trade had anything to do with the
scheme of salvation.” Still, like everyone else of
4
that sort "he wanted to get the agent who was more
anxious for his employer’s interests tiian for his
own.” Bulstrode in trouble knov/s no solace.
V/ith Adam Bede in times of sorrow, work is by
5
habit his balm. “There’s no tiling but what’s bearable
as long as a laan can work," he says. When most the
hand is busy then most the heart’s at rest. Mrs.
Transome’s worsted work alone makes life livable in
some of her reminiscent moments. Embroidery had been
6
a constant element in her life, “that soothing
occupation of taking stitches to produce wliat neither
she nor anyone else v/anted was then the resource of
many a well-born and unhappy \voman.”
Dinah Morris’s power over the villagers comes
7
in part from the clean comradeship of work. "I am
poor, like you," says she. “I have to get iny liv-
ing with my liands.” In times of speed and tension
of ambition that carries us beyond our own tried
skill, the intensive power of keeping- at one’s present,
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perhaps disagreeable, job is tne best cure for
dissipating energies in new and unprofitable fields.
Felix Holt kept this creed as his sacred stimulus.
"If there’s anything our people want conTincing of,
it is that there's some dignity and happiness for a
man other than changing his station."
Tom Tulliver can respond to this chord when his
Uncle Deane tells him, "I made my master’s interest
my ovm,"' Tom develops through this the few qualities
we can admire in him.
But for work unaided by higher forces as a pure
redemptive power, Silas Earner gives the strongest
2
proof, when he weaves "like the spider, from pure
impulse. Every man’ s work pursued steadily becomes
an end in itself." His redemption is fulfilled
through EJ)pie, but we feel it begins in his work,
that he would not have been so open to those finer
regenerations had not the clean power to do his daily
task first prepared him.
Redemption through work is a cure from outside
oneself. Redemption through human relations is also
a vigorous purge to one’s own diseased soul. Just
as Aristotle says the theatre, the tragedy, rouses
us from our own abnormal subjectivity into- an object-
ive state, and so makes more normal our own emotions
when we turn back to them, any outside force helps
a diseased mind by taking it away from soul
I

46
racking introspection. Thus relations with our
fellows are redemptive not from the sympathy tliey
offer so much as from the constructive drawing away
from self they afford. In the old time revival
when the converted could once voice his repentance,
the saving came to liim, for it was then he got be-
yond self into communion with his fellows. So with
1
S. Marner
45
Silas Marner, though no person may liave heard him he
1
found that "the cry had relieved him from the first
maddenine- oressure of truth." for it was the symbol
2
Rom.
300
of entrance again into human relations. Tito’s
2
great void is when "a real hunger for Tessa’s inno-
cent lovingness"' falls upon him. Maggie and Tom,
3
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fighting each other in spirit, 'were able to forget
3
"everything else in the sense that they had one
father and one sorrow." Dorothea’s life is alv^ays
4
Midd .
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beautiful and hallowed because of the halo of hu-
4
man relations she carries with her. "It is not a
sin to make yourself poor in performing experiments
5'
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for the good of all,'" says this "later born St.
Theresa." "I think we deserve to be beaten out of
our beautiful houses v;ith a scourge of small cords--
7
Midd .
8
all of us who let tenants live in such sties as we
7
see around us." "Enamoured of intensity and great-
ness" and so remembering her neighbors, she tells
8
Midd
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8
her uncle, "I used to come from the village v/i th all
that dirt and coarse ugliness like a pain within me.
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and the simpering pictures in the drawing room
seemed to me lihe a wicked attempt to find delight
in what is false while we don’t mind how hard the
truth is for the neighbors outside our walls*"
Redemption begins not be absorbing from others out
1
by giving out to them. "The raw bacon which clumsy
Molly spares froin her own scanty store that she may
carry it to her neighbor’s child to stop the fits,
may be a piteously inefficacious remedy; but the
stirring of neighborly kindness that prompted the
deed has a beneficent radiation that is not lost."
The so called cruelty of childhood which comes
from the inability of the child to share our grief,
makes the child the best comforter in time of trouble.
He compels us in his innocent selfishness to give
out to him, which relieves our tension. So with
2
Silas , --"There v/as love between him and the child
that blent tiiem into one, and love between the child
and the world." Mrs. Holt, poor woman, was tenderly
careful of the helplessness of the orphan child. It
held her close to Felix when his clear vision was her
dense fog, for "like many women who appear to others
to have a masculine decisiveness of tone, and to them-
selves to have a masculine force of mind, and who
come into severe collision with sons arrived at the
masterful stage, she had the maternal cord vibrating
\
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strongly within her toward all tiny children." Mr.
Tulliver, rankling and apoplectic with his ignorant
prejudices, is never more dear to us not more noble
than v/hen his sympathy toward abused and misunder-
1 1
M. on PI. stood Maggie, pours out in— "Gome, come, my v/ench,"
66
2
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putting his arm round her, "never mind; you was i’
the right to cut it (her hair) off if it plagued
you; give over crying; father* 11 take your par t. **
If this protection and love toward childhood be the
springs of chivalry, long let chivalry endure J
Breadth of interest takes us without ourselves
and is therefore redemptive. This includes work,
2
human relations and even more, "That serenity and
elevation of mind which is infallibly brought by a
preoccupation with the wider relation of t'Jrjings."
V/e cannot help remembering the exceptions that prove
this rule, the sweet narrowness of Milly Barton’s
b
sphere, whose "world lies in the four walls of her
61
home and it is only through her husband that she is
in any electric coimTiunication with the world beyond.**
How in contrast is the vigorous helpfulness of Daniel
4 4
D. D. Deronda, who redeems Gwendolen by "the wakening of
565
a new interest— this passing from the supposition
that v^e hold the right opinions on a subject we are
careless about, to a sudden care for it, and a sense
that our opinions were ignorance--which is an effect-
ual remedy for ennui."
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Sorrow itself, when it arouses us to look Be-
yond our own small lot is the greatest redeeming
force. Romola has this vision when she tells Tito,
after discovering the full measure of his perfidies,
"We shall always be divided unless mi s ery should come
2
and join us." Rufus Lyon knows "There is a sort of
subjection which is the peculiar heritage of large-
ness and love; and strength is often only another
name for willing bondage to irremediable weakness,"
3
So Denner when her mistress was "thinking of what
might be brought not by death, but by life" is made
saintly by her power to feel the misery of others.
She tells too how she used to be sorry for the poor
French Q,ueen when she v/as young and would have lain
cold for her to lie warm. Does Tolstoi express more
in his "Master and Man?" Through misery of his great
sin Arthur Donnithorne is redeemed and made pure. He
4
tells Adam, "If you had done anything you had bitterly
to repent of, you’d be more generous,"
But George Eliot does not make the wiping away
of sin a quick, patent cleaning process. It is easy
when the sun is shining to think "all’s well with the
5
world." "It is as hard to a boy or girl to believe
that a great wretchedness -^'rill actually befall them as
to believe that they will die." So the author’s
optimism gains point by the recognition that some
deeds are irremediable. "Adam was forcing Arthur to
feel more intensely the irrevocableness of his own
wrong doing,"
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^"That’s what Hiakes the blackness of it--it can
2
never be undone,'*' groans Adam. ’’Good come out of it I
That doesn't alter the evil: her ruin can't be undone."
Arthur agrees with Adam tha? "there's a sort of wrong
that can never be made up for."
To return to the great questions of today, wiiat
light, then, has George Eliot throvm on them? ^ere
she alive to what side would she lend her splendid
influence? Would she go so far as to be an ally of
4
the radical? Through Eelix Holt she says, "I reverence
the law but not where it is a pretext for vTong, which
it should be the very object of lav; to hinder. 1 hold
it blasphemy to say that a man ought -not to fight
against auf^ority: there is no religion and no free-
dom that has not done it in the beginning." But she
recognizes too, that no struggle is a new one. We
5
still have the old "mixture of pushing forw'ard and
oeing pushed' forv/ard v;hich is a brief history of most
human beings." Yet she has faith in future generations.
g
"But very close and diligent looking at living creat-
ures even through the best microscopes will leave
room for new and contradictory discoveries." We
7
wonder with her vzhether "one learns oftener to love
real objects through their representations or the
%
representations through the real objects," but at
least we feel that studying through her eyes makes

Rom.
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clearer our observations of present problems, for
she through books like Savona,rola with his thun-
derous voice has that secret of oratory whicn "lie
not in saying nev; things but in saying things with
a certain power that moves the speaker" and so the
hearer
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